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Laboratory equipment to test
slipproofing agents applied on paper
samples.
Samples are placed on surface that
inclines up to an angle of 60°, driven by
remote control, and adjustable inclining
speed.

Test for slipproof products
on paper
Type  PAP
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PAP :

Equipment developed to compare slipping of paper samples with and without slipproofing agents.
Apparatus made of stainless steel, panel integrated with digital display of inclining angle. Panel
located on lateral of equipment.
A gear-motor moves the board that inclines in different angles up to a maximum of 60°.  Provided
with remote control (connected through cable), with three push buttons: one to start moving board
up, a second to move the board down, and a third button to stop. A digital display shows the angle.
The samples (paper sheets, boxes) are placed on the board, which inclines. When the first sample
starts slipping the operator stops the board from moving on through remote control, and reads the
angle indicated on the display.
With a new start to move up on the remote control, the operator continues with the test until the
second sample starts slipping on another angle.

Technical Data PAP

Digital display to show inclining  angle up to  60°C
Motor 200 W
Dimensions L = 39cm  P = 50cm H = 50cm
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